
                 
 
Two-way Humidity Control for Reeds 
Reed Vitalizer offers maintenance-free reed storage. The patented Humidipak technology uses two-way 
humidity control to keep your reed tips flat and prevent cracking and warping. Reed Vitalizer control packs will 
last 45-60 days. When the pack becomes hard, discard and replace with a new pack.  
 

• Stores reeds at ideal humidity levels  
• Self-regulates humidity with no maintenance  
• 84%, 73%, & 58% humidity levels available  
• Reed tips stay flat  
• Reeds are ready to play 

 
"I have found the Reed Vitalizer system to be one of the best solutions to reed problems to appear in many 
years. Its simplicity and modest cost make it worth a try to solve your reed problems, as well."  
                                                            - The Clarinet, 2005 
Click here for Demo Video 
 
Note: It is normal to feel some crystallization inside a new Reed Vitalizer packette. Packettes will flucate in 
weight as they adjust to changes in ambient humidity.  
 
Visit www.humidipak.com for more information about the revolutionary Humidipak technology. 
Humidipak's technology is protected under Pat. Nos. 5,936,178; 6,244,432 B1; 98926497.3 
 
PRE-CONDITIONING PROCESS WITH REED VITALIZER 
 
Before playing your reeds, place them in the High 84% level bag overnight for pre-conditioning.  
 
Immediately transfer the reeds into the Medium 73% level bag. 73% can be used during the normal break-
in process to provide stable storage and prevent the reeds from completely drying out. 
 
For best results during this process, reeds should be played for few minutes daily.  
  
Continue to use the 73% bags for the life of your favorite reeds. -> Learn More 
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REED VITALIZER: GETTING THE BEST RESULTS WITH 73% 
 
After you have played through a box of reeds, place them for the first time in the 73% level bag overnight. 
Then, play each reed daily for a few minutes.  
 
There is no need to place reeds in water, simply moisten them in your mouth. Reeds will be ready for 
normal use. 
 
If you are going to be playing reeds at least every other day, store performance reeds in the 73% level bag 
from this time on. 
 
REED VITALIZER: 84% IS AS HUMID AS IT SOUNDS 

The High 84% level is ultra-humid and is great for players who like their reeds to always be moist. 
  
Reeds stored at 84% require daily attention and will mold if they are left un-monitored.  
  
The 84% level works best for fast break-in (6-24 hours maximum) making reeds ready to play right away.  


